Mammals of New
England
• What creatures live in the forests of New
Hampshire?
• Let’s learn a little bit about them!

American Black Bear
• Description: Male black bears usually weigh between 200-250 pounds. Females
usually weigh between 125-150 pounds

• Habitat: Forests with thick understory vegetation, and black bears can also be found
in wetlands. An ideal habitat typically includes large areas of land with little human
disturbance.
• Diet: They are omnivores, and they eat fish, berries, grasses, succulents, beechnuts,
acorns, hickory nuts, berries, fruits, roots, blossoms, and insects. Bears will also eat
garbage, suet, and livestock.
• Distribution: Throughout North America, from Canada to Mexico.
• Predators: Humans, mountain lions, wolves, and brown bears.
• Lifespan: The average life span of a wild black bear is 18 years, and the record is 39
years. The record age of a captive black bear is 44 years.
• Interesting Fact: Bears are not true hibernators because they can be woken from
their sleep during the winter. During their deep winter sleep, their heart rate and
breathing drops 50-60 percent, their body temperature drops by 7-8 degrees, and
they lose a quarter of their weight. Black bears usually den in brush piles, logging
slash, hollow trees, or under a fallen tree or rocky outcrop.
• What should you do if black bears are around?: Do not feed bears, keep your garbage
secure, clean grills, and do not leave human or pet food outdoors.
• If you see bear cubs, be aware that the mother might be close, and she will be
protective of them.

https://defenders.org/sites/default/files/styles/square/public/2019-09/entry18949.jpg?h=9e15b09d&itok=IOgqEj4u

• If you come across a bear in the wild, make a lot of noise and slowly back away. It
also helps to try to make yourself look big. If you are camping, secure your food in a
bear box or use bear hangs.

Eastern Chipmunk
• Description: They grow up to 11 inches long and weigh as much as 4.4 ounces.
• Habitat: The eastern chipmunk prefers forested habitats with few plants growing in
the understory, and they live in elaborate mazes of inter-connecting tunnels. The
burrow often has only one entrance that is open while the others are plugged with
leaves. A little chamber in the tunnel system contains a nest of leaves and several
passageways to food galleries.
• Diet: They eat seeds, fruits, nuts, fungi, and tubers. They also eat invertebrates and
even small vertebrates. Chipmunks occasionally kill and eat small birds. They bury
food in random spots outside of their burrows because stored food is essential for
the chipmunks to survive through the winter. Chipmunks stuff their two internal
cheek pouches with food to transport it to their burrows which by the end of autumn
may contain 5000-6000 nuts.
• Distribution: Much of eastern North America from southern Canada south to the Gulf
of Mexico.
• Behavior: Chipmunks are diurnal (active during the day), and they live in
communities.
• Predators: Owls, hawks, coyotes, foxes, martens, fishers, bobcats, raccoons, and even
red squirrels are some of the predators of the eastern chipmunk.
• Lifespan: In the wild, the average is 3 years or so, but in captivity they may live up to
8 years.
• Interesting Fact: Chipmunks are not true hibernators, but they do spend most of the
winters in their burrow. They wake up periodically throughout the winter to eat from
their stores of nuts, and during winter thaws they sometimes leave their den.
https://images.squarespace-cdn.com/content/v1/52a26671e4b0f6c360994312/1552572261457M6MXF0BUP6AHAH0ENQIA/ke17ZwdGBToddI8pDm48kGh1VBOTYBMFp8BsZbSZPm17gQa3H78H3Y0txjaiv_0fDoOvxcdMmMKkDsyUqMSsMWx
Hk725yiiHCCLfrh8O1z5QHyNOqBUUEtDDsRWrJLTmHy9fWX2TbgcwCD5LYAWJ6Q4Eni3f0eHSHa6nBUBOh2abGK2vFbvrovWChKztO0G/Tamia_ray%C3%A9_--_Eastern_chipmunk_2.jpg

Eastern Gray Squirrel
• Description: An average adult gray squirrel will weigh between 0.8 lbs. and 1.3 lbs.
• Habitat: They live in nests high up in tree branches made of leaves.

• Diet: Squirrels eat seeds and nuts, including acorns, beechnuts, butternuts, and
hickory nuts. They also eat buds, flowers, the inner bark of trees, fungi, berries, and
fruits. Squirrels store their nuts by burying them underground. These buried nuts are
sometimes forgotten and abandoned, and the nuts (which are seeds) grow into trees.
• Distribution: They are found throughout the continental United States and
throughout parts of Europe.

• Behavior: Squirrels are diurnal (active during the day). They are agile in the trees and
are able to leap from limb to limb.
• Predators: Snakes, rattlesnakes, weasels, skunks, and red foxes prey on them.
• Lifespan: The average in the wild is 6 years and about 12 years in captivity.
• Interesting Fact: Gray squirrels can swim up to several miles.

https://oakborofamilydentistry.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/eastern-grey-squirrel-1163738-e1540668639363.jpg

American Red Squirrel
• Description: The average weight of a red squirrel is 12 oz.
• Habitat: Red squirrels makes their nests in a variety of places
including hollows in the ground and in trees and logs. They are
found in coniferous, deciduous, and mixed coniferous-deciduous
forests.
• Diet: Red squirrels eat a wide-variety of foods including insects,
seeds, bark, nuts, fruits, mushrooms, and pine cones. Sometimes
they eats insects, young birds, mice, and rabbits.
• Distribution: American red squirrels can be found in a number of
areas throughout the United States: the forests of Alaska, the east
coast north of Georgia, and the Rocky Mountains.
• Behavior: They are most active in the early morning and in the late
afternoon. The red squirrel is very vocal and chatters, growls and
screeches. They are very good climbers and jumpers.
• Predators: Raccoons, foxes, weasels, bobcats, coyotes, minks,
fishers, owls, hawks, and martens all prey on the red squirrel.
• Lifespan: In the wild, they live between 5-10 years.
• Interesting Facts: The red squirrel may migrate short distances
when food supplies are low. Red squirrels have also been known to
drink sap from maple trees—it chews on a tree until the sap flows
out.

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/media/32461/red-squirrel-2-northeastwildlife.jpg

Northern Flying Squirrel
• Description: Northern flying squirrels weigh between 0.16 and 0.3 lbs. They have a
furred fleshy membrane that extends from the wrists of the front legs to the ankles
of the hindlegs. The tail is flat, long, rounded at the end, and covered in fur. Their
side webbing and the shape of their tail allows them to glide from tree to tree.

https://static.inaturalist.org/photos/2492528/large.jpg?1444244050

• Habitat: Forested areas—preferably coniferous forests. They nest in trees up to 18
meters off the ground. Their nests are made of twigs and bark, and they are lined
with feathers, fur, leaves, and conifer needles.
• Diet: Flying squirrels eat nuts, acorns, fungi, and lichens, supplemented by fruits,
buds, sap and the occasional insect or bird egg.
• Distribution: Throughout the continental United States including Alaska and parts of
Canada.
• Lifespan: They average fewer than four years.
• Predators: The main predators of northern flying squirrels are owls, hawks, martens,
weasels, coyotes, humans, and domestic cats.
• Interesting Facts: Northern flying squirrels have been known to glide up to 150 feet
in trees located on flat ground. On trees growing on an incline, they have glided as
far as 300 feet downhill from one tree to a second one. They commonly live in
groups, and they appear clumsy on the ground but graceful when gliding.
• It is not uncommon for flying squirrels to infest a house or a barn attic, and it can be
problematic and expensive to remove them.

https://outdoornebraska.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2018/10/Southern-Flying-Squirrel-PhotoCredit-Joe-McDonald2.jpg

Little Brown Bat
• Description: The average weight of a little brown bat is 0.29 oz. Females are
typically larger than males.
• Habitat: They live in colonies that sometimes number in the hundreds of thousands
of individuals. Little brown bats choose caves, buildings, trees, rocks, and wood piles
as roost sites. They may migrate hundreds of miles to get from their summer
habitats to their winter roost sites.
https://whatsupyukon.com/downloads/25051/download/P1-2019-07-19-MurrayMartin-ETOBatsPt2.jpg?cb=9aa004b6a1ac838d76298206fad9edfe

• Diet: Little brown bats eat insects such as mosquitoes, flies, beetles, and moths. A
single little brown bat is capable of catching and eating 1000 mosquitoes in just one
hour. They help to keep bug populations down, so if you don’t like mosquitos, thank
the little brown bats!

• Distribution: Alaska, Canada, parts of Mexico, and much of the continental USA.
• Lifespan: In the wild, the average life of a little brown bat is six or seven years,
although a 31 year-old bat has been recorded in the wild.
• Predators: Wild mammals, birds, snakes, humans, and house cats all prey upon little
brown bats.
• Threats: The population of little brown bats is declining rapidly. They are one of
many bat species being seriously affected by white-nose syndrome, a usually fatal
fungal disease that affects hibernating bats and has killed millions of bats all over
North America. Bats can transmit parasites and occasionally rabies, so, in the past,
they have been exterminated for safety reasons. Pesticide build-up, deforestation,
and mining also pose threats to little brown bats.
• Behavior: They are nocturnal and hunt most actively for a few hours after dusk.

• Interesting Facts: Little brown bats use echolocation (a type of sonar) to see and
locate their prey. The bats emit a high frequency sound that bounces off objects in
their environment, and then they are able to determine the location and size of the
prey by listening to the sound echo that returns to them.
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/d8/9e/16/d89e166721da1043170454458c34de7b.jpg

White-tailed Deer

https://mdc.mo.gov/sites/default/files/styles/centered_full/public/media/images/2011/10/white-tailed_deer_0512.jpg?itok=N_mupk6y

•

Description: Males weigh between 150 and 300 pounds and females weigh between 90 and
200 pounds.

•

Habitat: White-tailed deer live in wooded areas.

•

Diet: They are herbivores (plant eaters). A deer's diet changes depending on its habitat and
the season. In the spring and summer, it eats green plants; in the fall, it eats corn (if it can
find it) and acorns and other nuts; in the winter, it eats the buds and twigs of woody plants.

•

Distribution: The white-tailed deer can be found in southern Canada and most of the
continental United States, excluding some southwestern states.

•

Predators: Deer overpopulation is a problem in some areas. Humans and dogs are a deer’s
main predators. In the wild, wolves, bears, coyotes, and big cats (cougar, lynx) are their
main predators.

•

Lifespan: Their average lifespan in the wild is 3.5 years. In captivity, the average is 6-14
years.

•

Interesting Facts: At birth, fawns are reddish-brown in color with white spots that help
camouflage them. They can walk at birth and forage for food a couple of days later.

•

When a white-tailed deer is alarmed, it may stomp its hooves and snort to warn other deer.
It may also "flag”—raise its tail and show its white underside—to act as a warning. When a
mother deer is running, this white underside can help her fawns to follow her.

•

White-tailed deer are very good runners. They can run at speeds of up to 30 miles an hour,
and they are strong swimmers.

•

White tailed deer are also known to spread the deer tick.

https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn%3AANd9GcQKMCaHOoPag-XR0FFeOl9DZ1D_rgKd45kSPA&usqp=CAU

Moose
• Description: An adult moose averages 1,000 pounds in weight and stands 6 feet
at the shoulder. It is the largest land mammal in New Hampshire.

• Habitat: Moose prefer to live in forested areas that have seasonal snow cover.
They prefer colder climates because they cannot sweat.
• Diet: They eat leaves, bark, pinecones, twigs, and the buds of trees and shrubs.
They also like to eat aquatic plants like water lilies.
• Distribution: Moose live in Alaska, Canada, the northern U.S. from Washington
state across to northern New England, and the northern Rockies south to Utah.

• Lifespan: Moose may live 20 years, but the average lifespan is 10-12 years.
• Predators: Wolves, bears, coyotes, and humans prey on moose.
• Threats: Moose die from severe infestations of winter ticks. One moose can
carry 10,000 to 12,000 ticks, and blood loss and anemia are the primary causes
of death due to winter tick infestation.
• Interesting Facts: The word “moose” is an Algonquin term for "eater of twigs."
Moose primarily feed on leaves, twigs, and buds of hardwood and softwood
trees and shrubs. A healthy moose will eat 40-60 pounds daily.
• Only the male moose grows antlers.
• Moose like to be near water in order to stay free of insect pests and to have an
escape route in case of predators. They also like salty areas as they need salt in
their diets.
• In order to defend their calves, female moose have been known to kill wolves,
grizzlies, black bear, and even people. Steer clear of a moose with her calf.
• Just like cows, moose have four chambered stomachs.

North American Porcupine
• Description: The North American porcupine is a rodent. By far the most
recognizable feature of a porcupine is its quills, and a porcupine may have
as many as 30,000 of them. The quills are hairs with barbed tips on the
ends.
• Habitat: They usually lives in forested areas, and they make their dens in
caves, decaying logs, and hollow trees.
https://webapps.fhsu.edu/ksmammal/images/mammals/porcupine.jpg

• Diet: Porcupines eat leaves, twigs, and green plants like skunk cabbage
and clover. In the winter, they may eat bark, and they often climbs trees to
find food. Porcupines are mostly nocturnal, but they will sometimes
forage for food during the day.
• Distribution: Most of Canada, the Eastern United States, and the Western
United States south to Mexico.

• Predators: Fishers, coyotes, cougars, bobcats, foxes, lynxes, bears, wolves,
wolverines, and great horned owls.
• Lifespan: The average lifespan of a porcupine in the wild is 5-6 years. In
captivity, they live up to ten years.
• Interesting Fact: Porcupines cannot shoot their quills, but when pressure is
applied, the quills detach easily. The porcupine uses its quills for defense;
for example, when a predator approaches, the porcupine will turn its
back, raise its quills and lash out at the threat with its tail. Porcupines are
good swimmers, and their hollow quills help to keep them afloat. They are
also excellent tree-climbers, and they spend much of its time in trees.
https://www.henryvilaszoo.gov/wp-content/uploads/North-American-Porcupine-Henry-Vilas-Zoo.jpg

Striped Skunk
• Description: The striped skunk is about the same size as a house cat.
• Habitat: They tend to live in open areas but also in a mix of other habitats like
woodlands, grasslands, and meadows. They are usually never farther than two miles
from water.
• Diet: The striped skunk is omnivorous. It eats insects, small mammals, fish,
crustaceans, fruits, nuts, leaves, grasses, and carrion (dead animals).
• Distribution: They are found only in North America.
• Lifespan: The average life-span of a striped skunk in the wild is approximately seven
years.
• Predators: Cougars, coyotes, bobcats, badgers, humans, and red and gray foxes.
• Interesting Facts: When threatened, the skunk will spray its predator with a foulsmelling fluid. The fluid really stinks, and it can also sting the eyes of a predator. A
skunk can spray from as far away as twelve feet!

• The skunk is primarily nocturnal. It sleeps in its burrow during the day and hunts at
night. However, it usually doesn't dig its own burrow; t looks for an abandoned
burrow or finds a natural hollow under a tree or building.
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/proxy/sV04502sQzr-BDuejCPA7u7iXQJtoVvqJhwsPk6GBIIVIZ43O5WwBmpNDW2gBMJOUzjseQUAci3ZiPP65y7Yp7-PsWdxY4lCYdMPq6k4vHiTWRiVNsPgQ

Common Racoon
• Description: The average weight of an adult racoon is 8-20 lbs.
• Habitat: Raccoons prefer to live in moist woodland areas; however, they
are extremely adaptable, and they can also live in suburban and urban
areas. Raccoons prefer to build dens in trees, but they may live in many
other places as well.
• Diet: Racoons are omnivores and eat plant-based foods such as fruits
and nuts, but they eat also eat small animals such as crayfish, insects,
rodents, frogs, fish, and bird eggs. Racoons will eat human trash
whenever it’s available, and they break into chicken coops and kill
chickens.

• Distribution: Raccoons are found across southern Canada, throughout
most of the United States, and into northern South America. They have
been introduced into parts of Asia and Europe, and they are now widely
distributed there as well.
• Predators: Coyotes, wolves, large hawks, humans, and owls. Young
racoons may also be eaten by snakes.
• Lifespan: The average life span of a wild racoon is 5 years, but they may
live up to 16 years in captivity.
• Interesting Facts: Raccoons are nocturnal and are seldom active in the
daytime.
• Rabies is a disease that occurs in racoons, and it substantially affects
the size of the population.
• Racoons have very capable front paws that enable racoons to
manipulate things, open things, and climb with ease. They ordinarily
use their hands to eat.
• Raccoons have a good sense of smell and have strong night vision. In
the past, their fur was used to make clothing such as racoon coats
(popular in the 1920s) and “coonskin” hats (as Davy Crockett
supposedly wore).

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fe/Procyon_lotor
_%28Common_raccoon%29.jpg

River Otter

• Description: The weight of a river otter ranges from 11 to 30 lbs. Males average larger
than females in all measurements.
• Habitat: North American river otters can live in both fresh water and marine habitats,
but they are not often found in polluted waters. They live in dens that are sometimes
the previous burrows of other mammals, and they also live in natural hollows such as
inside logs or in holes along riverbanks. Their dens sometimes have an underwater
entrance to a tunnel leading from the water to a nest chamber.
• Diet: They mainly eat aquatic organisms such as amphibians, fish, turtles, crayfish,
crabs, and other invertebrates. However, they will also occasionally eat birds, their
eggs, small terrestrial mammals, and aquatic plants.
• Distribution: North American river otters occur throughout Canada and the United
States, except for the dry areas of southern California, New Mexico, Texas, and the
Mojave Desert of Nevada and Colorado.
• Predators: Bobcats, coyotes, birds of prey, alligators, and other large predators.
• Lifespan: North American river otters can live up to 21 years in captivity, but normally
they live about 8 to 9 years in the wild.
• Interesting Facts: Otters are playful creatures and engage in activities such as sliding in
mud and snow, burrowing through the snow, and playing in the water. However, these
activities serve another purpose other than being purely fun—they are used to
strengthen social bonds, to practice hunting techniques, and to mark areas with their
scent to stake out their territory.

https://nationalzoo.si.edu/sites/default/files/animals/north-american-river-otter_649a8446.jpg

• River otters are excellent swimmers and divers, and they are able to stay submerged
underwater for up to 8 minutes. They are also surprisingly fast on land. River otters
hunt at night, but also come out during the day.

American Beaver
• Description: Adult beavers can grow up to four feet long and weigh over 60 pounds.
• Habitat: Beavers live near rivers, streams, ponds, small lakes, and marshes. They
build lodges of sticks and mud on islands, on pond banks, and on lake shores. These
lodges have one large central chamber that is often reached through one or two
underwater entrances.
• Diet: Most of a beaver's diet is made up of tree bark and the soft tissue that grows
under the bark of a tree.
• Distribution: Beavers can be found throughout most of the continental United States
excluding some southern states.
• Lifespan: They live for 10-15 years in the wild and up to 20 years in captivity.
• Predators: Wolves, coyotes, wolverines, bears, foxes, lynx, and humans.
• Interesting Facts: Beavers are North America’s largest rodent, and they have glands
that secrete castoreum, an oil-like substance that makes their fur waterresistant. Beavers use their tails to help maintain their balance when they’re gnawing
on trees and to slap against the water in order to signal danger or to warn away
predators. Beavers have long, sharp upper and lower incisor teeth that they use to
gnaw into trees, and these teeth continue to grow throughout a beaver's life.
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6b/American_Beaver.jpg

Eastern Coyote
• Description: Eastern coyotes typically weigh 35 to 45 pounds
(males are usually larger than females).

• Habitat: Coyotes live in woodlands, shrubby open fields, marshy
areas, and river valleys. Coyotes often prefer the low, brushy
undergrowth found in places such as clear cuts, and they also are
prevalent along the edges that border forests and agricultural
areas where prey is abundant.
• Diet: Coyotes are generalists, and they will eat whatever food is
seasonally available. They are known to feed on mice, squirrels,
racoons, woodchucks, rabbits, fawns, house cats, carrion,
amphibians, birds, insects, fruit, and garbage—in other words,
just about anything!
• Distribution: The eastern coyote is present in New England, New
York, New Jersey, Maine, Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia,
Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, and Washington D.C. They also
range throughout the eastern Canadian provinces as well.
• Lifespan: The average life span of a wild coyote is four years.
• Predators: Humans, wolves, mountain lions, and bears.
• Interesting Facts: The first verified account of a coyote in New
Hampshire was in Grafton County in 1944. Between 1972 and
1980, coyotes spread across New Hampshire from Colebrook in
the north to Seabrook in the south. Today, coyotes are common
in every county in the state.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9c/2009-Coyote-Yosemite.jpg

Red Fox
• Description: The average weight of an adult red fox is usually
about 10-15 lbs. though, rarely, foxes can weigh up to 30 lbs.
• Habitat: They prefer to live in wooded areas, prairies, and
farmland.
• Diet: The red fox is an omnivore and eats rabbits, mice, squirrels,
birds, fruits, berries, and grasses. It also eats invertebrates like
crickets, caterpillars, grasshoppers, beetles, and crayfish. A red
fox will continue to hunt even when it is full, and it will store
extra food under leaves, snow, or dirt.
• Distribution: Red foxes can be found in many regions of the
United States and Canada, except for northern areas of Canada
and Alaska and in much of the western U.S. and Hawaii. They are
found throughout New Hampshire, and they are also common in
Europe and Asia and have even been introduced in Australia.
• Lifespan: They live about 2-5 years in the wild and 10-12 years in
captivity.
• Predators: Coyotes, gray wolves, bears, mountain lions, and
eagles.
• Fun Facts: Red foxes are mostly nocturnal, although they will
sometimes venture out in the day. Unlike other mammals, they
hear low-frequency sounds very well and can detect small
animals digging underground. Red foxes will frequently dig in the
dirt or snow to catch rodents, and foxes will often stalk their
prey, getting as close as possible before pouncing or chasing.
https://cdn.britannica.com/95/206395-050-02B81B30.jpg

Gray Fox
• Size: The average weight of an adult is 8.5 lbs.
• Habitat: Gray foxes live in wooded areas, but they will
forage in overgrown fields. They live in dens that are often
located in a hollow log or tree, rock crevice, stacks of
wood, or a brush pile.
• Diet: Rabbits, rodents, birds, crickets, grasshoppers,
squirrels, opossums, and fresh carrion (dead animals).
They also eat apples, grapes, corn, and other plants.
• Lifespan: 6-8 years in the wild and up to 12 years in
captivity.
• Distribution: Portions of North America, southern Canada,
and the northern part of South America.
• Predators: Bobcats, bears, wolves, great-horned owls, and
coyotes.
• Interesting Facts: Gray foxes are nocturnal and are most
active at dusk and dawn. They are secretive and slightly
smaller than their cousins, the red foxes. Gray foxes are
able to climb because of semi-retractable claws, and they
will sometimes climb trees to escape predators, to pursue
tree dwelling animals, or to attack ground prey from
above.
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/e0/8f/80/e08f80625040f66cdf0cc3efcfc45349.jpg

Bobcat
• Description: Bobcats weigh between 13-30 pounds, stand
21 inches high, and are 30-50 inches long. The bobcat’s tail
appears to have been painted black on top and white on
the bottom.

• Habitat: Boreal and coniferous mixed forests, hardwood
forest, coastal swamps, desert, and scrubland.
• Diet: They eat rabbits, rodents, beavers, birds, bats, and
deer. They also scavenge.
• Distribution: United States and Southern Canada.
• Predators: Mountain lions, coyotes, foxes, owls, wolves,
and humans.
• Lifespan: In the wild, bobcats live 12-13 years, and in
captivity, they have been recorded to live up to twenty
years.
• Threats: They are killed by hunters because their beautiful
pelts are very valuable. The other main threat to the
bobcat is the depletion of much of its natural habitat.
• Interesting Fact: Bobcats are often mistaken for a lynx, but
they are different types of wild cats. A lynx is larger, more
yellow in color with pointier ears, and it only lives in
Canada and a few northern areas of the continental United
States.
https://wfmj.images.worldnow.com/images/16082724_G.jpg

Mountain Lion

• Description: The size of mountain lions depends on where they live
geographically. Generally speaking, males weigh between 115 and
220 pounds and females weigh between 64 and 141 pounds.
• Habitat: They can live in a variety of habitats including mountains,
deserts, wetlands, and forests, but they need large tracks of land to
thrive because they are territorial. A mountain lion requires 13
times as much area in which to roam as a black bear and 40 times
as much area as a bobcat in order to thrive.
• Diet: Mountain lions are carnivores. They eat deer, other mammals,
birds, amphibians, fish, and even insects if there is no other food
available.
• Distribution: The mountain lion’s range spreads across wild areas of
North and South America.
• Lifespan: In the wild, a mountain lion can live up to 10 years and in
captivity up to 21 years. The eastern cougar, a subspecies of
mountain lion, was officially declared extinct by the U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service in 2011. However, in isolated incidents, the
common mountain lion will sometimes wander into New England.
• Predators: Bear, wolves, and humans. Mountain lion populations in
the wild are much lower than they were historically because they
were widely hunted by humans. Mountain lions often prey on
sheep and livestock, and they were feared because of their size and
power, but it is extremely rare for mountain lions to attack people.
• Interesting Facts: Unlike other large cats, mountain lions cannot
roar. Instead, they growl, shriek, hiss, and purr. They are also
known as cougars, pumas, panthers, or catamounts.
https://dailygazette.com/sites/default/files/styles/article_image/public/shutterstock_1297828525_0.jpg?itok=lratc5RJ
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•

http://www.nhptv.org/natureworks/stripedskunk.htm

•

https://animaldiversity.org/accounts/procyon_lotor/

•

https://animaldiversity.org/accounts/Lontra_canadensis/

•

http://animalia.bio/little-brown-bat#:~:text=The%20Little%20brown%20bat%20is%20distributed%20across%20a%20vast%20territory,living%20along%20lakes%20and%20rivers.

•

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_black_bear#:~:text=The%20average%20lifespan%20in%20the,in%20captivity%20was%2044%20years.

•

http://animalia.bio/american-red-squirrel

•

https://nature.ca/notebooks/english/amporcu.htm#:~:text=Fishers%20are%20a%20primary%20predator,to%20expose%20the%20vulnerable%20underside.

•

https://www.mspca.org/animal_protection/about-porcupines/#:~:text=The%20average%20life%20expectancy%20of,live%20up%20to%2010%20years.&text=Porcupines%20have%20a%20benevolent%20disposition,they%20cause%20no%20real%20harm.

•

https://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/wildlife/profiles/coyote.html

Resources
•

https://www.pgc.pa.gov/Education/WildlifeNotesIndex/Pages/ECoyote.aspx

•

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_coyote

•

https://www.predatordefense.org/coyotes.htm#:~:text=Unless%20they%20are%20habituated%20to,%2C%20mountain%20lions%2C%20and%20bears.

•

http://www.nhptv.org/natureworks/redfox.htm

•

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/r/red-fox/

•

http://www.biokids.umich.edu/critters/Vulpes_vulpes/

•

http://www.nhptv.org/natureworks/beaver.htm

•

https://bigcatrescue.org/bobcat-facts/

•

https://vtfishandwildlife.com/learn-more/vermont-critters/mammals/gray-fox

•

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gray_fox#:~:text=the%20living%20canids.-,Distribution%20and%20habitat,mountains%20of%20northwestern%20United%20States.

•

https://www.desertmuseum.org/kids/oz/long-fact-sheets/Bobcat.php#:~:text=Predators%20of%20the%20bobcat%20include,owls%2C%20wolves%2C%20and%20humans.&text=Bobcats%20will%20usually%20change%20their%20shelter%2
0on%20a%20daily%20basis.

•

https://animaldiversity.org/accounts/glaucomys_sabrinus/

https://www.nwf.org/Educational-Resources/Wildlife-Guide/Mammals/Bats/Little-Brown-Bat
https://cwf-fcf.org/en/resources/encyclopedias/fauna/mammals/little-brownbat.html#:~:text=Diet%3A%20Little%20Brown%20Bats%20feed,beetles%2C%20and%20other%20flying%20insects.
https://nationalzoo.si.edu/animals/beaver#:~:text=Beavers%20are%20still%20harvested%20for,%2C%20bears%2C%20foxes%20and%20lynxes.
https://www.nwf.org/Educational-Resources/Wildlife-Guide/Mammals/MountainLion#:~:text=The%20mountain%20lion%E2%80%94also%20known,whitish%2Dgray%20belly%20and%20chest.

